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ABSTRACT 

Research and development activities of the Aerolyte battery program 

are described for the period 1 June through 31 December 1968. Activities 

included determination of the effects of cathode composition variation on cell 

performance, determination of cathode processing variation effects including 

cathode baking and moisture control, and an evaluation of separators, electrode 

and cathode supports, and slurried paste cells. Electrolyte solutes were also 

evaluated and several multi-electrode cells tested. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This report is a summary of the research and development work performed 

on the Aerolyte battery program during the second half of the Aerojet-General 

1968 fiscal year. Since several significant accomplishments were made during 

the month of December, results from the work conducted during this month are 

also included. These efforts are a continuation of studies which have been 

previously reported in References 1 and 2. 

During this period, the major effort was directed toward the following 

areas: 

A. Determination of the effects of variations in cathode composition 
on overall cell performance. 

B. Determination of the effects of cathode processing changes and 
development of optimum cell assembly procedures. , 

C. Performance evaluation of cell components. 

D. Evaluation of electrolyte solutes. 

E. Scale-up and fabrication of multi-electrode cells. 
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II. TECHNICAL DISCUSSION 

A. EFFECTS OF VARIATIONS IN CATHODE COMPOSITION 

A series of tests were conducted to determine the Columbian carbon 

(CC)-to-sulfur and sulfur-to~copper-sulfide (CuS) ratios that yield the best 

electrochemical efficiency. 

1. Sulfur to CuS Equivalent Ratios 

Test cells having copper-sulfide-to-sulfur equivalent ratios 

(CuS/S) ranging from 1:4 to 4:1 were constructed and discharged under a 10-ohm 

load. These test cells were of the one anode-two cathode electrode configura

tion shown in Figure 1, using the Dupont 2408 8-mil polyester separator. The 

electrolyte was "reacted" 50/50 DME/EC (1,2 dimethoxyethane/ethylene carbonate) 

with 1 molar LiClO^. For these tests a nominal 50/50 S/CC ratio was utilized. 

Table 1 lists the tests conducted and the pertinent data 

obtained from each test. Tabulated are the minimum resistance of each cell 

and the energy output to 1.5 and l.Ov. This latter term is expressed in watt-

hr per amp-hr of cell loading (W-hr/A-hr) and is a measure of electrochemical 

efficiency of the cell. 

TABLE 1 

VARIATION IN CuS/S RATIOS 

Energy Output 
Min 
R 
Ohm 

0.85 

0.57 

0.81 

1.02 

0.83 

W-hr/A-hr 

1.5v 

1.01 

0.83 

0.94 

0.92 

0.92 

to 
l.Ov 

1.14 

1.12 

1.26 

1.00 

1.16 

Test 

ECR 36 

ECR 37 

ECR 38 

ECR 39 

ECR 40 

Equivalent 
Ratio 
CuS/S 

1/1 

1/3 

. 1/2 

4/1 

1/4 

2 
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Figure 1 - Test Cell with 1 Anode-2 Cathode Electrode Configuration 



In examining these data, it was concluded that the optimum 

ratio would be in the vicinity of 1:1 to 1:2 CuS/S. To determine this optimum 

ratio, two additional tests (with CuS/S ratios of 1:1.5 and 1:2.5) were 

conducted. The results of these tests, and those with 1:1 and 1:2 CuS/S 

ratios, are shown in Figure 2 and Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

ADDITIONAL VARIATIONS IN CuS/S RATIOS 

Test 

ECR 36 

ECR 41 

ECR 38 

ECR 42 

Ratio 
CuS/S 

1:1 

1:1.5 

1:2 

1:2.5 

Min 
R 

(ohms) 

0.85 

1.32 

0.81 

1.46 

W-hr/A-hr 

1.5v 

1.01 

0.96 

0.92 

0.87 

to 
l.Ov 

1.14 

1.22 

1.26 

1.12 

It can be seen from Table 2 that at the 1.5v cut-off, the best 

energy output was achieved with the cells that contained the larger amount of 

copper sulfide (i.e., those with a 1:1 ratio). At the l.Ov cut-off, however, 

the 1:2 ratio delivered the most energy (1.26 W-hr/A-hr), followed by the 1:1.5 

ratio which delivered 1.22 W-hr/A-hr. Because of this cross-over in deliverable 

energy between the 1:1 and 1:2 ratios, and in view of the similarity of output 

to Iv cut-off for the 1:2 and 1:1.5 ratios, it was concluded that a ratio of 

1:1.5 would be best for future multi-electrode cells. 

2. Sulfur to Carbon Ratios 

To determine the optimum sulfur-to-Columbian-carbon (S/CC) 

composition for the cathode, test cells having S/CC ratios of 45/55, 50/50, 

and 55/45 were constructed and discharged under a 10-ohm load. These cells 

used the same electrolyte, and electrode configuration as the CuS/S tests. For 

these tests, a 1:2 equivalent ratio of CuS/S was used throughout. 
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Figure 2 - Comparison of Cu/S Ratios 



As can be seen in Figure 3, test cell ECR-43, with a CC/S 

ratio of 45/55, had the best performance with the exception of the final 

discharge portion. The minimum resistance of the cell was 0.80 ohm as compared 

with 0.81 ohm for 50% carbon and 1.52 ohm for 45% carbon. The first voltage 

plateau was 0.07v higher than the other two cells. The energy output to 1.5v 

was 1.02 W-hr/A-hr as compared with 0.94 and 0.95 W-hr/A-hr for the 50% and 

45% cells, respectively. 

Despite substantial improvements in processing and assembly, 

interpretation of these test results was complicated by the adverse effects of 

impurities in cell materials. As will be discussed below, further improvements 

have since been made, resulting in better and more uniformly predictable 

performance. 
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B. VARIATIONS IN CATHODE PROCESSING 

1. Bake-Time Studies 

As mentioned in the past summary report, preliminary testing 

showed marked improvement in cell performance as a result of cathode baking 

at temperatures at which the sulfur is at a minimum viscosity (140 to 150°C). 

Efforts were made during this report period to further evaluate the effects of 

extended cathode baking and to establish a bake duration that would result in 

good cell performance and yet not require excessive assembly lead times. 

For the tests performed to evaluate bake-time variations, test 

cells using a 2 anoae - 1 cathode cell configuration with the WPP-1901 rayon-

separator and "reacted" 50/50 DME/EC - IM LiC104 electrolyte were used. The 

cathodes were prepared with the following compositions sprayed on a carbon-

cloth support: S/CC, 45/55; CuS/CC, 90/10; 5% polyvinyl chloride (PVC). The 

S/CuS equivalent ratio was 2:1. 

The initial attempts to determine the cathode bake times that 

result in optimum cell performance were unsuccessful. The results were incon

sistent since electrodes baked two hours resulted in a cell performance which 

was better than for either a four- or six-hour bake and the same as for a 17-

hour bake. These results prompted a careful study of any possible differences 

that might have occurred during the tests. There was only one major difference 

between tests. The two- and one-hour tests were conducted with freshly filtered 

electrolyte used immediately upon filtering with no intermediate storage. The 

four- and six-hour tests utilized electrolyte which had been previously stored 

in a dry box in polyethylene bottles. These observations led to the belief 

that the electrolyte was being contaminated by moisture pickup during storage. 

At this point in the study, the overall procedures for the fabrication, 

processing, assembly, and discharge of the cells were reviewed and modified to 

reduce the moisture pickup. These changes are discussed in detail in 

Section II,B,2. 
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Cathode bake-time studies using improved anhydrous control 

of processing conditions showed considerable increase in cell performance with 

increased bake times. Figure 4 shows a comparative plot of the discharge per

formance using 2-, 12- and 20-hour bake times. As a result of these data, 

cathodes for the multi-electrode cells will be subjected to the 20-hour bake 

duration. This is an optimum lead time with respect to cell assembly since it 

permits a convenient overnight bake. Tests will not be conducted at longer 

durations until better equipment can be obtained. With vacuum ovens now in 

use, leaks develop after extended heating, increasing the bake pressure and 

exposing the electrodes to atmospheric contamination. 

2. Effects and Control of Moisture 

Difficulties encountered during cathode testing led to the 

suspicion that moisture contamination either from the electrolyte or during 

general processing was responsible both for erratic results and poor cell 

performance. 

At the time of the initial cathode bake tests, the following 

procedure was used to: (1) prepare the cell electrodes; (2) assemble the test 

cells; and (3) complete the performance testing through discharge of the cell. 

The supports for both the anodes and cathodes were wired and 

stored at 80°C until ready for use. The anode supports were then transferred 

at that temperature to an argon-filled dry box desiccated with P205' A 

lithium-metal sheet was placed on the support which was then placed between 

two polyethylene plates and inserted into a plastic mylar bag (both the plates 

and the bag were desiccated with P2O5 before use). The bag was closed, removed 

from the dry box, and heat-sealed. The electrodes were then pressed and 

returned to the dry box for use within 24 hours. 

The cathode supports were desiccated with CaS04 and then 

tare-weighed. The supports were then spray coated with sufficient cathode 

9 
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Figure 4 - Cathode Bake-Time Evaluation 



mix to obtain the desired A-hr loading. The electrodes were then transferred 

to a vacuum oven for baking. Baking consisted of evacuating the oven (while 

the temperature was increased from 25 to 120°C) until the pressure was reduced 

to 1-mm Hg (initially, all residual spraying solvent is removed). The tempera

ture was then raised to 140°C and controlled at this point for the duration 

of bake. The ovens were returned to atmospheric pressure by passing air through 

a column of CaSO^. The electrodes were then removed and cooled over CaS04, 

weighed as rapidly as possible, and then returned to the desiccator. Following 

this, the desiccator was transferred to a dry box where the cell was assembled 

(all other cell components were pre-dried by storage over P205» or by heating 

for two hours or longer at 110°C). Upon completion of the assembly, the cell 

was filled with either freshly filtered, or previously filtered and stored, 

electrolyte. The fill needles were left in the cell and the cell was removed 

and discharged in the open atmosphere. 

In reviewing the overall procedures being used, the following 

modifications were made: (1) a balance, small enough to fit into the dry box 

and sufficiently sensitive to give reliable results, was obtained to permit "weigh-

back" of the cathodes under an anhydrous argon atmosphere; (2) the drying column, 

through which the cathode bake ovens are returned to atmospheric pressure, was 

lengthened with a second column using the more efficient Mg (C104)2 desiccant; 

and (3) polyethylene containers were designed into P205-desiccated cell dis

charge containers. All cell discharging was conducted with the cells sealed 

in these P205-desiccated containers. 

In addition, tests were conducted to compare the performance 

of cells using freshly filtered electrolyte with those employing electrolyte 

that had been stored in glass and polyethylene containers. Also, a comparison 

was made using CaS04 and P2O5 in the cathode-transferring desiccators. Finally, 

tests were also made to determine the effects of long-term storage of prepared 

cathodes over P2O5 desiccant. 
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Figure 5 compares the performance of cells using freshly 

filtered electrolyte and the same electrolyte after nine days of storage in 

both glass and polyethylene containers. As can be seen from this graph, per

formance using freshly filtered electrolyte is considerably better than with 

either stored electrolyte. It is suspected that with both containers the 

electrolyte picks up moisture during storage and with the polyethylene a 

possible leaching of plasticizer or other contaminants by the electrolyte is 

taking place. On the basis of this information, the "reacted" electrolyte is 

now kept in the dry box and filtered only when needed. The remaining electro

lyte is stored as a reaction mixture until needed again, at which time addi

tional material is filtered. 

Several of the small metal desiccators required for movement 

in and out of the dry box (glass desiccators available in the laboratory are 

too large) were lined with teflon to permit the use of P2'-'5 desiccant. 

Figure 6 shows a significant improvement in cell performance 

as a result of the use of P2^5 -̂"̂  place of CaSO^ in the cathode-transferring 

desiccators. For further testing, transfer of baked cathodes will be made 

using P2^5 desiccators. 

In the construction of multi-electrode cells, it is desirable 

to prepare a large number of cathodes at one time. This results in a reduc

tion in the time required for cathode spraying and permits baking with a full 

rather than partially filled oven. Tests were made to determine whether the 

baked cathodes could be prepared in advance of cell assembly and stored until 

ready for use. Figure 7 shows the comparative performance of cells prepared 

from similar cathodes, one used immediately upon baking and the other used 

after being stored 15 days over P2^5* These results indicate that the cathodes 

can be stored over P2*-'5 ^°^ extended periods without adverse effect on cell 

performance. 

12 
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The above discussed processing changes were incorporated into 

a procedure for controlling moisture contamination at each step in the construc

tion and testing of a cell. The use of these anhydrous conditions has 

substantially increased cell performance. The calculated W-hr/A-hr loading to 

a l.Ov cut-off has been increased from a previous maximum of 1.35 to a nominal 

1.65 using anhydrous conditions (one series of cells has given values as high 

as 1.91 W-hr/A-hr but this achievement has not as yet been repeated). Figure 8 

shows a comparison of discharge curves for cells tested both before and after 

incorporating these processing changes. As can be seen in this figure, after 

approximately 50% of the cell capacity has been discharged (using a 20-ohm 

load), both cells have a closed circuit voltage of about 1.5v. Beyond this 

point, voltage of the cell contaminated with moisture drops rapidly while the 

anhydrous cell maintains a relatively high voltage throughout most of the 

remaining discharge. Efforts are continuing in order to characterize the role 

of moisture contamination in the cell and to devise ways which will further 

reduce this contaminant level. 
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C. EVALUATION OF CELL COMPONENTS 

1. Separators 

Separator studies discussed in Reference 1 were continued 

during this period in an effort to find a separator which would give optimum 

cell performance and good charge characteristics. 

The initial part of this evaluation was a direct continuation 

of the earlier studies and was conducted with five candidate materials which 

were available for testing. These materials were: West Point Pepperell 

(WPP)-1900 8-mil rayon; WPP 2240 lO-mil rayon/nylon; Viskon 3008 rayon; 

Millipore polyethylene OSWP filter; and the Millipore Solvinert filter which 

was used in the initial small circular test cells. 

The test cells were similar to those shown in Figure 1 and 

contained two cathodes and one anode. The cathode consisted of 50/50 S/CC 

and 90/10 CuS/CC sprayed on a carbon-cloth support to provide an S/CuS equiv

alent ratio of 2:1. Five percent PVC was used as the cathode binder. The cell 

electrolyte was "reacted" 50/50 DME/EC with 1 molar LiClO,. These tests were 

conducted using the Dupont 2408 polyester separator as a control. Both the 

charge and discharge performances were evaluated with reference to this 

separator. 

As shown in Table 3, the WPP-1900 rayon separator was found 

to give better discharge performance than any of the earlier separators tested 

(1.45 W-hr/A-hr). Charging characteristics also appeared to be quite satis

factory. On the basis of these tests, the WPP-1900 separator was utilized 

for further cell testing. 

Two difficulties were encountered as the result of the selec

tion of this material. First, the additional material ordered for use in the 

18 



TABLE 3 

SEPARATOR EVALUATIONS 

Cell 
Designation Date Separator 

Control 2408* 5/7 Polyester 
(ECR-31) 

WPP-150 6/12 Polyester 

Tyvek 6/12 Polyethylene 

Measured Cell 
Thickness Capacity Min. R. 

(mm) (A-hr) (ohms) 

0.20 

0.12 

0.12 

2.28 

1.56 

1.62 

0.77 

0.80 

W-hr/A-hr Loading 
Discharge to IV 

1.43 

1.41 

1.91 0.83 

Comments 

Excellent strength - good 
discharge performance but 
results in poor cell charg
ing characteristics. 

Excellent strength - good 
discharge performance. 
Charging characteristics 
are better than with 2408 
but borderline. Slightly 
thicker style would probably 
charge satisfactorily. 

Excellent strength but poor 
performance. 

Control 2408* 

Viskon-3008 

WPP-1900 

8/9 

8/9 

8/8 

Polyester 

Rayon 

Rayon 

0.20 

0.11 

0.12 

2.39 

2.38 

2.33 

0.85 

0.87 

0.76 

1.32 

1.08 

1.45 

WPP-2240 8/8 Rayon/Nylon 0.16 2.26 0.£ 1.22 

Charge-discharge performance 
poor as compared to 2408. 

Discharge performance better 
than 2408. Charging char
acteristics satisfactory but 
may require a slightly 
thicker material - Good 
initial strength but weakens 
upon continued use. 

Too thick, results in poor 
discharge performance. 
Good charge characteristics. 

Control 2408* 8/13 Polyester 
(ECR-38) 

Millipore 
UGWP 

8/21 Solvinert 

0.20 

0.12 

Millipore 8/21 Polyethylene 0.25 
OSWP 

1.73 0.81 

2.37 1.44 

2.49 30.90 

1.26 

1.17 

Nil 

Must be handled wet otherwls 
material tears easily. Wet 
material has good strength 
properties. Fair discharge 
characteristic - chargeable 
but too expensive. 

No performance 

WPP-1901 9/5 Rayon 0.14 2.24 1.03 1.13 Discharge performance good 
but less than 2408. Good 
charge characteristics. 
Good initial strength but 
weakens upon continued use. 

*Since test cell preparation is a batch process necessitating the use of different 
material for different tests, a 2408 control cell was used with each series. At this 
stage of development, as can be seen in this table, considerable variation in performance 
was experienced. This has been for the most part corrected by changes in processing and 
by development of a CuS purification procedure. 
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multi-electrode cells was considerably different in thickness (0.08 mm versus 

0.12 mm) than the original samples and could not be used. A slightly thicker 

(0.14 mm) material, WPP-1901, was substituted, resulting in satisfactory but 

lower cell performance. Secondly, experience gained with the use of this 

rayon separator in other tests indicated that the strength of the material 

changed after a few charge-discharge cycles and that a stronger material would 

be more desirable. 

Results from past tests indicated that the polyester sepa

rators have excellent strength characteristics and renewed efforts were made 

to obtain a thicker version of the previously tested WPP-150 polyester. A new 

separator material, WPP-250, was obtained. This material has the same fine 

fiber-structure and closely packed pores as WPP-150 but is slightly thicker 

(0.14 mm versus 0.12 mm). 

Additional separator evaluations were made to test the new 

WPP-250 polyester and a different supply of the WPP-150 polyester. Prior to 

these tests, a number of improvements had been made in cathode composition, 

general processing procedures, and test-cell configuration. As a result, 

these tests used: (1) a 2 anode - 1 cathode test-cell configuration; 

(2) improved cathode composition S/CC 45/55 and CuS/CC 90/10 sprayed on 

graphite cloth at a S/CuS equivalent ratio of 1.5:1 and bound with 5% PVC; 

and (3) more anhydrous processing as discussed in Section II,B,2. 

For these tests, the WPP-1901 rayon separator was used as a 

control. Figure 9 shows a comparison of the discharge performance for cells 

using different separator materials. The discharge performance of the cell 

with the WPP-250 separator was somewhat better than that with the WPP-150 

separator and comparable to the cell with the WPP-1901 rayon separator. The 

WPP-250 separator is much stronger than any of the other separator materials, 

and no difficulties were encountered during charging. 
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On the basis of these results, the WPP-250 separator was 

selected for use in the multi-electrode cells. 

2. Electrode Supports 

a. Anodes 

Continued use has been made of the pressed sheet lithium 

anode similar to those used almost exclusively in past studies. Efforts were 

made during this period to improve the anode by: (1) reducing the electrode 

thickness; and (2) decreasing the amount of excess lithium being pressed onto 

the electrodes. This was to be accomplished by: (1) using G.015-in. lithium 

sheet in place of the 0.020-in. lithiiom sheet used previously; and (2) replace

ment of the copper support-screen by a thinner, perforated nickel sheet. 

Substituting the 0.015-in. lithium sheet for the 0.020-in. 

sheet worked well and did not result in any handling or electrode-pressing 

problems. 

Replacement of the copper support-screen with the expanded 

nickel presented a problem since lithium metal ultimately had to be pressed on 

both sides of the nickel support to obtain equivalent performance. With the 

use of the copper support-screen, the anode can be prepared by placing a single 

sheet of lithium on only one side of the screen. Upon pressing, the lithium 

is forced through the screen and since the wires are interwoven, sufficient 

spreading of the lithium occurs on the backside of the support resulting in 

essentially the same performance from each face of the anode. When lithium is 

pressed onto an expanded nickel screen in this manner, there is a minimum of 

backside spreading and in the resultant electrode the backside consists of 

only the lithium that is pressed into the holes. In a multi-electrode cell, 

this would result in one cathode being opposite a complete sheet of lithium 
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with the next cathode being opposite the backside of the anode or a lithium 

surface equivalent to the area of the holes in the expanded nickel support. 

Figure 10 shows this performance difference. 

In the control cell, the cathode is placed between two 

anodes with the lithium-sheet side facing the cathodes. In the cell desig

nated Ni-backside, the cathode is placed between two anodes one of which has 

the lithium sheet side facing the cathode and the other having the backside 

of the electrode facing the cathode. As can be seen in Figure 10, some reduc

tion in cell performance does occur. This reduction in performance is counter

acted to a certain degree since the anode prepared with lithium on only one 

side is thinner and will enable the cells to be loaded to a higher capacity. 

Since a sufficient amount of thin copper-support material 

was not available for use in the multi-electrode cells,expanded nickel-support 

screens were used. For the initial multi-electrode cell, the anodes were pre

pared using 0.015-in. lithium pressed on one side. Because of problems 

encountered with this cell (Section II ,E,2), subsequent cells were prepared 

using anodes with lithium pressed on both sides. This resulted in a greater 

excess lithium than was desirable and adversely affected cell performance in 

two ways: (1) since the anodes are thicker than necessary, the number of 

electrodes that can be fitted into a cell is reduced; and (2) the excess 

lithium takes up space and, in effect, reduces the amount of electrolyte that 

can be added to the cell. Arrangements are now being made to procure thinner, 

double-faced lithium anodes from the Foote Mineral Corporation. 

b. Cathode Supports 

A thin (0.16 mm) graphite cloth was obtained during this 

period and evaluated as a possible replacement for the thicker (0.35 mm) 

carbon-cloth material being used. Figure 11 shows the comparative discharge 

performance of cells using the two support materials. These data show that 
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use of graphite cloth results in slightly better cell performance, as well as 

a considerable reduction in electrode thickness. Difficulty was experienced 

initially when working with this thinner and more flexible material. A few 

changes were made in the electrode handling procedures and problems are no 

longer being encountered with this material. 

Previously, cathode leads were attached by a compression 

connection using a brass fitting and copper wire. During charging, some of 

the copper wire would dissolve and be deposited on the lithium anode. After 

several cycles, this would result in sufficient corrosion to cause breakage at 

the connection and a resultant cell malfunction. Two changes were made in an 

effort to correct this problem: (1) the copper wire was replaced with a Monel 

wire which exhibits little, if any, corrosion; and (2) the compression connec

tion was replaced by a simple interweaving of the Monel wire through the 

support. This eliminated the corrosion problem without sacrificing perfor

mance (stainless-steel wire also was tried but it was found that this adversely 

affects performance because of high wire-to-cloth resistance). The interwoven 

connection also proved beneficial since it provided both additional support to 

the thinner graphite cloth and made handling easier during cathode preparation. 

c. Paste Cells 

Upon disassembly of the normal-type test cells, it was 

noted that in many cases the cathode ingredients were present in the form of 

a mush rather than a solid electrode. It was thought that if a cathode could 

be prepared by making a slurry of the active cathode ingredients with the 

electrolyte, a great deal of time and material could be saved since this 

would eliminate the cumbersome technique of cathode spraying. 

To investigate this possibility, cathode material was 

recovered from the spray booth and baked 24 hours under vacuum at 140°C. The 

mix was then placed in a "dry box and electrolyte was added. It required 
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35 ml of electrolyte to 20 gm of mix to make a workable paste which was spread 

on a carbon-cloth support assembled in a test cell. This cell had a loading of 

6.15 A-hr, about six times the load of a normal test cell. This first cell 

shorted upon assembly and, as a result, became extremely hot. When the cell 

was removed from the dry box, the short apparently opened, as the cell began 

to cool and the open-circuit voltage returned to a normal 2.6v. The cell was 

discharged to l.Ov, at which it delivered only 0.53 W-hr/A-hr. It was not 

possible to charge this cell. Upon disassembly it was found that the cathode 

had become very hard and that the entire cell was dry. 

It was thought that this drying was due either to the 

short or to the low ratio of electrolyte volume to cell loading. To verify 

this, a second cell with a loading of 4.56 A~hr was constructed. At first, 

this cell was constructed without a carbon-cloth support, a wire lead being 

inserted into the paste for a contact. After this cell had been discharged 

for an hour, it was obvious that cell resistance was too high (8.5 ohm), so 

the cell was returned to the dry box and a carbon-cloth support added. Upon 

restart of the discharge, the cell resistance immediately dropped to 4.0 ohm 

indicating the necessity of the carbon cloth to insure good electron flow. 

This cell delivered only 0.80 W-hr/A-hr to l.Ov and would not take a charge. 

Disassembly showed the same drying as noted on the first paste cell. It had 

been previously noted, at the time the carbon cloth was inserted into the cell, 

that the cathode was beginning to dry in the area where the contact wire was 

placed in the paste. A third paste cell, constructed with a loading of 

1.02 A-hr and delivered only 0.83 W-hr/A-hr. As a result of this poor per

formance, work on paste cells was discontinued. 

The importance of these tests was the drying phenomenon 

that adversely effected the charging characteristics of the cell. The obser

vations made were very helpful in explaining problems encountered in later 

work with the multi-electrode cells. 
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3. Test Cell Configuration 

Tests were conducted during this period to evaluate different 

test cell configurations. Until this time, a configuration using one anode 

centered between two cathodes was used exclusively. It was believed that a 

cathode centered between two anodes would give a more accurate prediction of 

performance in a multi-electrode cell. Also, since preparation of the cathode 

is the most time-consuming part of the overall test, this configuration would 

require less materials and would save considerable time. 

To evaluate these differences, two cells were prepared with 

different electrode configurations. Since the cathode is the limiting factor 

with respect to cell performance and since the cathode areas of the two cells 

were different, the discharge load was adjusted to give a similar rate of dis

charge based on the cathode area. A 10-ohm load was used to discharge the 

cell with the 2 cathode - 1 anode configuration and a 20-ohm load was used 

for the cell having 1 cathode and 2 anodes. Figure 12 shows the performance 

of these two cells. Under these conditions, both cell configurations provided 

essentially the same discharge performance. Since the loads were adjusted, 

this indicates that with the single anode configuration, more lithium is used 

from each face of the anode during discharge than would be used in a multi-

electrode cell. This is due to the fact that since the cathode is porous, in 

the 2 cathode - 1 anode configuration both the cathode side closest to the 

anode and the backside of the cathode take place in the cell reaction. While 

this does not present too great a problem during discharge, more lithium must 

be plated back onto the anode during the change cycle. Since the plated 

lithium is somewhat spongy, porous, and susceptible to needle-like dendrite 

formations that can work back through the separator, this becomes an important 

consideration when evaluating the cell's ultimate chargeability. 

As a result of these tests, all subsequent testing was con

ducted with the 2 anode - 1 cathode test cell configuration. 
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D. EVALUATION OF ELECTROLYTE SOLUTES 

It was initially planned that lithium perchlorate (LiClO,) , 

lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF^), potassium hexafluorophosphate (KPF^), 

lithium tetrafluoroborate (LiBF,), and lithium aluminum chloride (LiAlCl,) 

would be tested as candidate solutes for use in the "reacted" electrolyte. 

However, since aluminum chloride was not available until late in this report 

period, it was not possible to test the LiAlCl, solute. 

To evaluate the above solutes, 1-molar solutions in a 50/50 mixture 

of ethylene carbonate and 1,2-dimethoxyethane were prepared and "reacted" as 

described in Reference 2. These "reacted" electrolytes were then added to 

test cells having identical anodes, cathodes, and separators. The cells were 

of the one cathode-two anode configuration and similar to those shown in 

Figure 1. The cells were discharged under a 20-ohm load. 

The results of these experiments are presented in Figure 13. It 

can be seen that the LiBF, electrolyte (test cell No. 53) had the best 

electrochemical efficiency. At 1.5v this cell delivered 1.28 W-hr/A-hr as 

compared with 1.05 W-hr/A-hr for the LiClO, cell (test cell No. 50). At l.Ov, 

the LiBF, cell delivered 1.48 W-hr/A-hr as compared with 1.39 W-hr/A-hr for 

the LiClO, cell. 
4 

Results obtained from the LiPF, electrolyte (test cell No. 51) 

were not as good as those obtained from an earlier test. It was believed that 

this reduction in performance may have been due to the fact that this particular 

electrolyte was several months old and was probably contaminated by moisture 

during storage. Consequently, a new batch of electrolyte was prepared and 

tested. This electrolyte showed an improvement over the prior test with the 

older electrolyte. However, its performance still did not equal the results 

obtained from the initial test with this solute. A similar phenomenon was 

experienced with the LiBF, electrolyte. The very first run (cell No. 53) 
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yielded better results than a subsequent cell (No. 54). The only difference 

between these two cells was that cell No. 53 was activated when the electrolyte 

was freshly filtered while cell No. 54 was activated after the electrolyte had 

been stored for a week in a polyethylene container. 

It was found that during storage the electrolyte was leaching some 

contaminant (moisture or possibly plasticizer) from the polyethylene container, 

causing a reduction in cell performance (see Section II,B,2). Since the 

electrolyte was suspect, a new batch of LiBF, electrolyte was prepared. This 

electrolyte yielded very poor results when tested. Because of the difficulties 

encountered with the LiPF, and LiBF, electrolytes, and in view of other 

improvements due to control of moisture during processing, it was decided that 

a moisture analysis would be required to verify that the lithium metal in the 

"reacted" electrolyte had indeed removed all the moisture. Prior to this time, 

and primarily with LiClO, solute, a three-week period of passivation with, 

lithium powder was usually adequate to remove all traces of moisture. 

By means of the Karl Fisher moisture analysis method, it was found 

that the first batch of LiBF, had a moisture content of 0.88 mg/ml and the 

second batch had 2.2 mg/ml.* Since the electrolytes are compatible with the 

Karl Fisher moisture analysis method, this test will be used as a control to 

determine when the "reacted" electrolytes are ready for use. 

Because of the difficulties in handling and controlling the con

taminants in the LiBF, electrolyte, it was decided that it would be better to 

utilize the LiClO, solute for the multi-electrode cells since it presented no 
4 

problems in handling or drying yet produced adequate electrochemical efficiency 

to meet program objectives. 

^Moisture analysis of "reacted" LiC104 electrolytes indicate that the 
moisture content should be less than 0.05 mg/ml to be adequately dry 
for running test cells. 
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In the process of evaluating the LiBF^ electrolyte, a cell con

taining this electrolyte was cycled 29 times. Failure occurred on the 30th 

cycle. In examining this cell, it was found that the brass clip used to 

attach the lead wire to the cathode had been corroded away even through it 

had been given a protective coating of polyvinyl chloride. The stainless 

steel wire used as the leads for this cell showed no signs of corrosion. 

Based on the results of this test, it was decided that the lead should be 

woven into the carbon-cloth support rather than attached with a brass clip 

(see Section II,C,2,b). 
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E. SCALE-UP AND FABRICATION OF MULTI-ELECTRODE CELLS 

1. Cathode Mix Preparation 

For the construction of the multi-electrode cells, a large 

master batch of cathode spray mix was prepared. The formulation was the opti

mum composition as determined from earlier test cell data. This batch 

consisted of the following proportions and percentages: 

CuS/S = 1/1,5, CuS/CC = 90/10, S/CC = 45/55 

Columbian Carbon 

Polyvinyl Chloride 

Copper Sulfide 

Sulfur 

100.0% 

Prior to using this mix for the preparation of multi-electrode 

cell cathodes, a test cell was constructed with a cathode prepared from this 

mix. The test results indicated that either the cell was moisture-contaminated 

during processing or something was wrong with the master batch mix. This cell 

delivered only 1.13 W-hr/A-hr as compared with 1.40 - 1.65 W-hr/A-hr for 

previous test cells. To verify this, another cell was constructed taking extra 

precautions to eliminate any moisture contamination. Since an analysis of the 

electrolyte indicated that its moisture increased from 0.05 to 0.16 mg/ml 

during interim storage the electrolyte was re-dried for the verification test. 

For the second test, the moisture content of the electrolyte was 0.06 mg/ml. 

The results from the second test on the master batch, however, were the same 

as those of the first test. Only 1.09 W-hr/A-hr was delivered. 

At this point, it was thought that there may have been diffi

culty in getting proper mix homogeneity because of its size. Prior to this 
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time, all test cell mixes were made in quantities of 100 gm or less, whereas 

the large batch used 1,000 gm. To verify this theory, a second large mix, 

containing only 500 gm, was prepared with extra care being taken to insure 

good mixing. 

Two test cells (one with a cathode from batch 1 and the other 

with a cathode from batch 2) were tested under comparable conditions. Results 

showed improvement with the second batch which delivered 1.36 W-hr/A-hr as 

compared with 1.10 W-hr/A-hr for the first. It was felt that this batch, 

although its energy output was still less than that obtained from earlier 

test cells, would be adequate for the first multi-electrode cell. It was 

planned to proceed with construction of a trial multi-electrode cell and, at 

the same time, to continue investigation into the cause of the performance 

drop. 

After examining data from the second batch, it was concluded 

that the improvement over the first and the decrease from the earlier test 

cells may not have been a problem of homogeneity but one associated with the 

copper sulfide. A review of past cell records revealed that all earlier cells 

were tested with the same lot of CuS and that the lots used for master batches 

one and two were not only different from that used in the test cells but were 

also different from each other. It was also found: (1) that the CuS used for 

the test cells had a surface area of 2.8 m^/g; (2) that the CuS used in batch 1 

ranged from 0.79 to 1.53 m^/g; and (3) that the CuS in batch 2 was a blend of 

all lots and included some of the 2.8 m^/g material. 

Since there appeared to be a correlation to the CuS surface 

area, it was decided that a series of tests would be conducted to establish 

whether or not the surface area of the CuS was critical. Four test cells were 

constructed with a cathode formulation of the proportions of batch 1 but vary

ing in CuS surface area. Four lots of CuS, ranging in surface area from 0.33 

to 2.8 m /g were used. The 2.8 m^/g material was the same as that used in the 

earlier test cells. The results of these tests are tabulated in Table 4. 
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TABLE 4 

CuS SURFACE AREA EFFECTS 

Test 

11 

79 

78 

80 

CuS 
Surface 
Area 

.m^/.S— 

0.33 

0.79 

1.53 

2.80 

W-hr/A-hr 
1.5v 

0.62 

0.80 

0.74 

1.00 

l.Ov 

1.11 

1.11 

1.02 

1.50 

Resistance 
1st Open 
Circuit 

1.74 

1.78 

1.36 

1.15 

(ohms) 
2nd Open 
Circuit 

3.67 

3.18 

2.82 

1.87 

It can be seen from these data, that there is no significant 

correlation between surface area and energy output, although the high surface 

area material (2.8 m^/g) did deliver the most energy (1.50 W-hr/A-hr). There 

was, however, a good correlation between cell resistance and CuS surface area: 

i.e., the higher the surface area, the lower the cell resistance. ' 

Based on these data, it was decided to grind the CuS to as 

fine a surface area as possible. One pound of the 1.53 m /g CuS was submitted 

to process engineering where it was ground at high speed in Freon. After 

three days of grinding, this material had a surface area of 7.27 m /g. A 

cell tested with this material delivered 1.37 W-hr/A-hr to a l.Ov cut-off as 

compared with 1.02 W-hr/A-hr for the original material prior to grinding. This 

particular test showed that grinding the CuS has a significant effect on cell 

performance. However, even though the surface area of this material 

(7.27 m2/g) was more than twice that of the CuS used in the earlier test cells 

(2.8 m2/g), its energy output was still considerably less. 

From these data it was concluded that, besides surface area, 

there was another physical or chemical characteristic responsible for the poor 

performance. Consequently, samples of all lots of CuS were submitted for X-ray 

diffraction to determine crystalloid size, crystal structure, impurities, and 

for emission spectrographic analysis to determine trace metals. 
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It was found from these analyses that there were significant 

amounts of crystaline impurities in the various lots of CuS and that the level 

of these impurities varied from lot to lot.* This was quite surprising since 

the CuS ordered was of reagent grade which is of the highest purity available. 

At the same time these analyses were being performed, two samples of the same 

lot of CuS had been submitted for grinding. One was ground in Freon in the 

same manner as the earlier grind, the other sample was ground in water, 

A water grind was attempted because the Freon grinding process 

required cooling to reduce the evaporation of the Freon whereas water grinding 

would not, making handling much easier. Upon completion of the water grind, 

it was noted that the water was a deep blue, indicating the presence of large 

amounts of copper sulfate. This observation prompted an analysis of the water 

solubles present in the CuS. It was found that the water-soluble material 

ranged from 13 to 51%, depending on the lot. These data thus explained why 

batch 1 performed poorly: i.e., this batch had the CuS containing 51% 

impurities. After finding how impure and variable the copper sulfide was, it 

was obvious why cell performances were dropping off. 

First, the impurities, although they were copper-containing 

compounds, effectively reduced the equivalent weight of the cathode mix, thus 

reducing the amount of deliverable energy per gram of mix. 

Secondly, but most important, the CuSO^, which was the major 

impurity, had five waters of hydration (CUSO4 • 5H2O). As many as four of 

these water molecules can be'removed when the cathode is baked at 140°C. The 

fifth water molecule cannot be removed during cathode baking since a tempera

ture of 150°C or greater is required. Thus, for every gram of CuSO^ there is 

at least 0.11 gm of water and, as reported earlier, just trace quantities of 

water are critical to the cell performance. These data verified that water 

was causing the poor performance with batches 1 and 2 and explains how it was 

getting into the system. 

*The major impurity was CUSO4 • 5H2O 
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As will be discussed later, this theory was verified in the 

performance of multi-electrode Cell 5 which had impure CuS and of Cell 7 which 

had purified CuS. Cell 5 delivered 43.2 W-hr/lb to a 1.0 v cut-off, whereas 

Cell 7 with the purified CuS delivered 50.9 W-hr/lb. 

Based on this study, it has been established that all CuS will 

be ground and then purified by successive washes of water acetone and methylene 

chloride. Upon completion of this purification process, the material will be 

dried under vacuum at 80°C and its surface area determined. It has been found 

that it is better to grind the CuS either dry or in Freon before it is purified 

since the surface area is increased if the CuS is purified after grinding. 

Apparently the grinding operation is limited to the particle size to which it 

can grind a material. As a result, if the impurities are in the CuS crystal, 

these impurities are leached out when the CuS is purified, thus increasing 

the effective surface area. All multi-electrode cells beginning with Cell 6 

were prepared with purified CuS. A small test cell has not been run with puri

fied copper sulfide during this report period. 
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2. Cell Assembly and Modifications 

Figures 14 and 15 show the current cell hardware and internal 

cell assembly that have evolved as a result of the construction of a series of 

9 multi-electrode cells. 

Prior to the processing scale-up required for construction of 

the multi-electrode cells, laboratory tests cells using techniques developed 

at that time resulted in discharge performances (to a l.Ov cutoff) of from 

1.40 - 1.65 W-hr/A-hr loading and a utilization of from 75-90% of capacity. 

Some test cells yielded results as high as 1.91 W-hr/A-hr loading. Based on 

these results and the calculated loadings for the multi-electrode cells, it was 

expected that the 50 W-hr/lb goal for these cells should be easily met. 

Considerable difficulty was encountered during the construction of these cells 

until the problems associated with processing scale-up, cell design, assembly 

checkout, and unexpected material contamination were resolved. 

As discussed above, precautionary test cells indicated that 

cell performance using materials prepared for the multi-electrode cells were 

not comparable to earlier results. After a number of tests and material 

changes were made, test cell data indicated that although the cell performance 

was not as good as that of earlier cells, it was sufficient to warrant con

struction of multi-electrode cells for the purpose of evaluating cell design, 

hardware, and assembly procedure. Concurrently, work continued in an effort 

to solve the problems of poorer cell performance. 

Discussed below are the cell-to-cell modifications that have 

been made and the reasoning used in making these changes. Consistent progress 

was made through each stage of change. A summary of the cell fabrication 

changes can be found in Table 5. A tabulation of performance data is shown 

in Table 6. Figures 16 and 17 shows plots of the discharge performance for 

Cells 1 through 6 and Cells 7 and 9 respectively. 
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Figure 14 - Multi-Electrode Scale-Up Cell Hardware 
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Figure 15 - Multi-Electrode Scale-Up Electrode Assembly 
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TABLE 5 

C e l l 
No. 

CELL FABRICATION CHANGES 

Compression contacts 
(dual slots for 
electrode wires) 

*Soldered contacts 
individual slot for 
each electrode wire 

*Soldered contacts 
with pretinned 
terminals 

*Soldered contacts 
with pretinned electrode 
leads and terminals 

Li on one side Li on both sides 

Electrode size 
3.36 X 2.28 

*Electrode size 
3.11 X 2.28 

Formula 

S/CC 
CuS/S 
CuS/C 

45/55 
1/1.5 
90/10 

45/55 
1/1.5 
90/10 

*55/45 
*1/1.5 
*95/5 

*50/50 
*1.2/1 
*90/10 

*55/45 
*1/1.5 
*95/5 

55/45 
Al.5/1 
95/5 

4> 

Loading - 34.1 AH 

CUS 

Not purified surface 
area 0.7 - 1.7 m2/g 

37. AH 

*Not purified 
7 m2/g 

35.2 AH 

Not purified 
7 m2/g 

39.6 AH 

Not purified 
5.6 m2/g 

41.5 AH 44.5 AH 49.4 AH 

*Purified *Purifled APurified 
5.5 m2/g 10.2 m2/g 4.32 m2/g 

Terminal to terminal 
resistance (DKM) 
not measured 

20-25 ohm 22 ohm 1100 ohm 350 ohm 3700 ohm 5000 ohm 

Some swelling - no lid 
clamp. Sealed after 
electrolyte addition 

*Lid clamp for added 
strength at top threaded 
copper fill tubes 
inserted in cup-soldered 
closed after filling 

Fill holes changed to 
screw closure with 
"0" ring seal 

Electrolyte to Columbian 
Carbon Ratio - 8.7 

9.2 9.4 13.0 10.9 12.2 14.4 

3.4 in. wide continuous 
separator - assembly 
for separator roll 

*3.6 in. separator prefolded 

*Indicates change from previous cells. 



TABLE 6 

TEST DATA FOR MULTI-ELECTRODE CELLS 

Cel l Parameters Test Resu l t s 

Load- No. of Ce l l 
Ce l l Ing E l e c t r o d e s wt CUS/S CUS/CC S/CC 
No. hr 

.ectro-
lyte 
Vol, 

Min 
R 

R R W-hr/A-hr 
at at Delivered 
1.5v l.Ov to 

lb Ratio Ratio Ratio Ratio* ohm ohm ohm 1.5v l.Ov 

% 
Capaci ty 

U t i l i z i a t i o n 
1.5v l .Ov 

W-hr/lb 
Del ivered 

to 
1.5v l.Ov 

4:̂  

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

34.1 

37.6 

35.2 

39.6 

41.5 

44.5 

42.2 

49.4 

18 

13 

13 

14 

13 

13 

13 

14 

18 1.06 1/1.5 90/10 45/55 160 8.7 

THIS CELL SHORTED DURING ASSEMBLY 

13 1.02 1/1.5 90/10 45/55 177 9.2 

13 1.02 1/1.5 90/10 45/55 

13 1.04 1/1.5 95/5 55/45 

13 1.06 1.2/1 90/10 50/50 

12 1.09 1/1.5 95/5 55/45 

12 1/1.5 95/5 55/45 

13 1.13 1.5/1 95/5 55/45 185 14.4 

170 

170 

174 

180 

9.4 

13.0 

10.9 

12.2 

0.19 0.33 0.53 0.48 0.74 25.7 46.7 15.6 23.7 

0.04 0.22 0.44 0.73 0.95 

0.05 0.21 0.43 0.68 0.92 

0.06 0.32 0.57 0.89 1.13 

0.07 0.27 0.39 0.90 1.18 

0.07 0.20 0.27 0.88 1.24 

NOT TESTED AS YET 

0.05 0.19 0.27 0.95 1.36 

34.9 51.0 

33.2 51.9 

38.4 57.1 

42.3 65.1 

42.2 70.8 

27.2 35.0 

23.6 31.7 

34.0 43.2 

37.3 46.6 

35.8 50.9 

47.6 78.6 41.4 59.4 

*Ratlo Electrolyte Volume to C-Carbon Wt. 
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Figure 16 - Multi-Electrode Cell Performance, Cells 1-6 
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Figure 17 - Multi-Electrode Cell Performance, Cells 7 and 9 



a. Multi-electrode Cell No. 1 

The anodes for this cell were made of 0.015~in. lithium 

sheet pressed on one side of an expanded nickel support (3.36 x 2.88 in.). 

Cathodes were loaded with approximately 3.3 gm of mix per cathode (S/CC 45/55, 

CuS/CC 90/10, CuS/S equivalent ratio 1.5:1) on graphite-cloth support. A dual-

slotted terminal was used and contact with individual electrodes was made by 

compression of the electrode leads between the terminal and the top of the case. 

Eighteen cathodes and 18 anodes were placed in the case 

for a total cell capacity of 34.1 A-hr. The cell would hold only 160 ml of 

electrolyte before overflowing although the estimated electrolyte loading, as 

calculated from average material densities, was 180 ml. The overall cell weight 

was 1.1 lb. Discharge performance was poor. The energy output to a l.Ov cut

off was 0.75 W-hr/A-hr and less than 50% of capacity was utilized. Cell case 

temperature ranged from warm to hot during most of the discharge cycle. The 

cell could not be charged: upon disassembly, it was found to be completely dry. 

As a result of the assembly and disassembly of the cell, 

a number of modifications in cell design and assembly procedures were made: 

(1) The anodes were found to be completely reacted 

through the holes in the support. This reduces the available lithium surface 

during the latter part of the discharge and does not permit adequate reduction 

of anode thickness. Future cells will use 0.015-in. lithium sheet pressed on 

both sides of the nickel support. This will reduce the number of electrodes 

that can be placed in the case. To counteract this, the loading per cathode 

will be increased. 

(2) Some swelling occurred, causing minor distortion of 

the cell case. This was primarily due to structural weakness at the top-center 

of the case. A lightweight aluminum clamp was designed to fit over the case lid 

and be "epoxied" in place when the lid was on. 
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(3) The slotted terminal was found to be both difficult 

with which to work and a possible source of difficulty due to the danger of 

shorting. The compression connection was inadequate and probably resulted in 

high terminal-resistance (the connection was not compressed until the cell was 

completely assembled: therefore resistance could not be measured) and was 

replaced with a soldered connection. 

(4) The cell lid was put in place after the electrolyte 

was added to the cell. With the presence of electrolyte vapor and some gassing, 

the quick-curing polyester sealant thac was to be used was unsatisfactory. 

This was replaced with a coating of polyvinyl chloride, followed by a coating 

of epoxy. This method of sealing was poor and the procedure was modified. 

The lid was tapped and fitted with threaded copper filling-tubes sealed in 

place with epoxy. The lid was first sealed with epoxy and, upon completion 

of curing, the cell was filled with electrolyte. Sealing of the cell was 

accomplished by soldering to close the copper tubes. 

(5) The separator width (3.40 in.) was too narrow. 

Although it extended above the electrodes, the gap between the top of the 

electrodes and the separator was very small resulting in a danger of inter-

electrode shorting. This was increased to 3.60 in. 

(6) The overall electrode size was found to be too large 

for the size of case, causing a difficulty of seating the lid on the top of the 

case. Electrode dimensions were changed from 3.36 x 2.88 in. to 3.11 x 2.88 in. 

for future cells. 

b. Multi-Electrode Cell No. 2 

This cell incorporated all changes that resulted from 

the information gained during fabrication of the first cell. The electrode 

leads were soldered to a comb-slotted terminal to accommodate the individual 

electrode wires. The terminal was pre-tinned with silver solder prior to use. 
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Pre-tinning is necessary since soldering these materials requires the use of a 

special water-based flux that cannot be used in the dry box. 

During the addition of the electrolyte to the assembled 

cell, the unit became extremely hot, indicating internal shorting. This was 

attributed to difficulty encountered in soldering the cathode leads to the 

terminal. It was originally thought that pre-tinning the terminal with excess 

solder would be sufficient to make the connection. This, however, was not the 

case. The connection could not be made easily and, within the confines of a 

dry box with poor heat conduction, the separators between the anodes and 

cathodes probably melted and shorted. On future cells, both the anode and 

cathode leads and terminals will be pre-tinned. 

c. Multi-Electrode Cells No. 3 and 4 

Cells No. 3 and 4 were fabricated using pre-tinned 

terminals and electrode wires to prevent the overheating problems encountered 
2 

on Cell No. 2. Also, ground CuS with a 7m /g surface area was used in the 

cathode mix in place of the lower surface-area CuS used on Cells 1 and 2. 

Test cell data indicated that improvement in cell performance was attained 

with the ground CuS but that performance was still below that obtained prior 

to the start of multi-electrode cell fabrication. Cells No. 3 and 4 both con

tained 13 anodes and 13 cathodes and had cell capacities of 37.6 and 35.2 A-hr 

respectively. 

Discharge performance of the two cells was considerably 

better than Cell No. 1, but well below anticipated values. The minimum 

Internal resistance was reduced from 0.19 ohm on Cell No. 1 to 0.04 and 

0.05 ohm for Cells No. 3 and 4, respectively. 
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Cell No. 3 resulted in an energy output of 27.2 W-hr/lb 

to a 1.5v cutoff, and 35.0 W-hr/lb to a l.Ov cutoff. Energy output for 

Cell No. 4 was 23.6 W-hr/lb to a 1.5v cutoff, and 31.7 W-hr/lb to a l.Ov 

cutoff. 

The inter-terminal resistance after soldering was checked 

on both cells, indicating approximately 20-25 ohm resistance between the two 

terminals. Both cells heated considerably during discharge. This was believed 

to be due to inter-electrode shorting. Since the edges of the electrodes were 

well trimmed and the wider separator gave good coverage, a possible reason for 

this problem was thought to be the migration of fine carbon (which is in excess 

on the cathode) through the separator. 

A second modification was made with respect to cell 

sealing. As a result of the experiences gained with these cells, the copper 

fill tubes for subsequent cells were replaced with a screw plug with an 0-ring 

seal. This was necessary due to difficulty encountered during the soldering 

of the fill tubes and the occurrence of some sparking as the hot soldering gun 

came in contact with electrolyte. 

Efforts to charge either of these cells were unsuccessful 

due to "drying" of the cell. This was believed due to the fact that with the 

multi-electrode cells, the ratio of electrolyte to the high surface-area carbon 

is reduced as compared with the laboratory test cells. As a result, the 

electrolyte is absorbed by the carbon and, during discharge, the cell is sub

jected to drying. With the 2 anode~l cathode configuration, the electrolyte/CC 

ratio is between 24 to 26 ml/g. For the 2 cathode-1 anode configuration, 

values of about 13 or 14 ml/g are obtained. 
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d. Multi-Electrode Cells No. 5 and 6 

In view of the results obtained with Cells No. 3 and 4, 

efforts were directed primarily to solving the drying problems being encountered. 

It was felt that cell drying not only affected charging but, as it took place, 

discharge performance began to drop resulting in a rapid "tail-off" toward the 

latter portion of the discharge. 

Two approaches can be used to reduce the amount of 

carbon in the cell and improve the electrolyte-to-carbon ratio. In one case, 

the S/CC ratio can be changed by direct reduction of the amount of carbon 

in the mix. The amount of carbon used with the CuS can also be reduced to 

about 3-5%. These changes were made for Cell No. 5. The cathode composition 

for this cell was changed to S/CC 55/45, CuS/CC 95/5, while the S/CuS equiv

alent ratio was maintained at 1.5:1. 

The second approach for improving the electrolyte/CC 

ratio is to change the S/CuS ratio. Since only 10% carbon is used as a con

ductive additive with the CuS, any increase in the relative amount of CuS in 

the cell automatically reduces the amount of carbon necessary. Cell No. 6 

incorporated this approach. The major change in the cathode composition was 

made by changing the CuS/CC equivalent ratio from 1:1.5 to 1.2:1, 

There was one other difference that occurred between 

these two cells. This occurred as a result of differences in the grinding 

process for the CuS. The CuS used in Cell No. 5 was ground in Freon and the 

purity of the material was essentially unchanged. The material for Cell No. 6 

was ground in water resulting in considerable improvement in material purity. 

The inter-terminal resistance measurements on the 

assembled cells, prior to addition of the electrolyte, were 1,100 and 350 ohm, 

respectively, for Cells No. 5 and 6. This was a marked improvement over the 
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20-25 ohm measured in Cells No. 3 and 4 and indicated that either a reduction 

in excess carbon or the added experience in cell assembly had a considerable 

effect on the overall cell. During discharge, these cells remained cool, 

indicating that this resistance test will be a good check on the cell assembly. 

The changes incorporated into Cells No. 5 and 6 resulted 

in a considerable improvement in cell discharge performance. The W-hr/A-hr 

to the 1.5 and l.Ov cut-off was 34.0 and 43.2, respectively, for Cell No. 5 

and 37.3 and 46.6 W-hr/A-hr for Cell No. 6. 

Cell No. 5 responded well to charging, indicating that 

the electrolyte/CC ratio was sufficiently high to keep the cell from drying. 

However, the cell would not retain a charge. This is believed due to the 

large amount of CuSO, impurity present in the CuS used for this cell. 
4 

Cell No. 6 would not take a charge. This, again, was 

found to be due to drying. Actually, the individual cathodes used in this 

cell were slightly heavier than desired. This gave a higher loading and 

lower electrolyte/CC ratio. This was caused by the electrode weight-loss 

during baking being less than anticipated, probably because of the lower 

carbon level and purified CuS.* The purified CuS in Cell No. 6 appeared to 

be quite beneficial because it tended to prevent the rapid performance 

decrease toward the end of the discharge even though cell performance at the 

latter part of discharge was being influenced adversely by the drying out 

(see Figure 16). 

^Electrode weight is monitored during spraying. To obtain the desired 
loading, the measured weight is adjusted to account for the normal 
loss of residual spray solvents that occurs during baking. 
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e. Multi-Electrode Cells No, 7 and 8 

These cells were prepared using the same formulation 

as employed for Cell No. 5 but with purified CuS. The CuS used for these 

cells was ground in a Freon medium, then purified by water, acetone, and 

methylene chloride washing. This method of purification resulted in CuS with 
2 

surface-area of 10.2 m /g. 

Two cells were prepared with these materials so one 

could be tested at the Sacramento Facility, the other at the San Ramon 

Facility. 

Cell No. 7 was slightly heavier than desired. This, 

again, was due to weight losses during baking that were less than anticipated. 

As a result, the electrolyte/carbon ratio was lower than the 13.0 minimum 

ratio planned and drying again occurred on discharge to Iv. The extent of 

drying was less for this cell as evidenced by the fact that refilling the 

dried cell required only 24 ml of electrolyte as compared with 37-40 ml needed 

for previous cells that had dried. The discharge performance was considerably 

better than that of Cell No. 5. The energy output in W-hr/A-hr to 1.5 and 

l.Ov were 35,8 and 50.9 respectively. The inter-terminal resistance was 

3,700 ohm before addition of the electrolyte. The cell case reamined cool 

during discharge. 

The effect of purifying and increasing the CuS surface 

area was a better definition of the distinct cell voltage-plateaus and further 

reduction of the rate of drop off at the end of the curve. These data sub

stantiate the conclusion that the hydrated CuSO, impurity was the main cause 

of the earlier discharge problems. This can be better seen by comparing the 

final portions of the discharge curves for Cells No. 5 and No. 7 with Figure 8 

showing the comparison of cell performance before and after the use of 

moisture-control procedures. 
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The loading for Cell No. 8 was less than that for 

Cell No. 7 and more in line with loading needed to give proper electrolyte/ 

carbon ratio. However, since Cell No. 9 (which was prepared at the same time 

but with a different formulation) gave a better W-hr/lb discharge performance 

than Cell No. 7, it was decided that additional tests would be conducted to 

determine an optimum formulation prior to shipment of a test cell to the 

San Ramon Facility. 

Cell No. 8 will be used in future tests with a new 

batch of "reacted" 50/50 DME/EC with IM LiBF, electrolyte. Earlier tests 
4 

with this type of electrolyte showed a high discharge-performance to a 1.5y 

cut-off. There is a possibility that a 50 W-hr/lb performance can be achieved 

at the 1.5v cut-off. 

f. Multi-Electrode Cell No. 9 

This cell was the final cell in this series and incor

porated a further increase in the CuS/S equivalent ratio initiated for 

Cell No. 6. For this cell, the CuS/S equivalent ratio was increased to 

1.5:1. The S/CC and CuS/CC ratios used in Cells No. 5 and 7 (S/CC 55/45, 

CuS/CC 95/5) were also used. This represented the use of both methods for 

reducing the carbon level in the cell. 

Discharge performance for this cell was very good. The 

W-hr/lb delivered to the 1.5 and l.Ov cut-off were 41.4 and 59.6, respectively, 

and the percent of capacity utilization was 47.6 and 78.6% to the 1.5 and 

l.Ov cut-off. The inter-terminal resistance before addition of electrolyte 

was 5,000 ohm. The cell case remained cool during discharge. 
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An extra set of electrodes (14 cathodes and 13 anodes) 

were placed in the case and the total A-hr loading was 49.4. The cell, how

ever, would not take a charge although electrolyte/carbon ratio was 14.4. It 

is believed that this is due to excessive cell loading. 

On each of the discharged cells, a minor amount of case 

swelling has occurred. The amount of swelling appeared to be proportional to 

both cell loading and percentage of capacity utilization. For this cell 

series. Cell No. 9 exhibited the most swelling. The pressure buildup within 

the cell that causes this swelling probably plays a key role in the drying 

that is taking place and some control over cell loading, as well as the 

electrolyte/carbon ratio, will be necessary. 

These results are also a good indication that testing to 

a l.Ov cut-off is too severe a performance test. Figure 17 shows a plot of 

the open- and closed-circuit voltages for Cells No. 7 and 9, The voltage 

plateaus are well defined for these cells and, as can be seen from these 

figures, a better discharge cut-off point for the test would be between 

1.38 and 1.39v. 

The drying problem being experienced during this series 

of cells can be corrected in several ways. First, changing from the large 

excess of lithium now being used to a more desirable slight excess of lithium 

will make available a considerable free volume within the cell. For example. 

Cell No. 9 has a cathode loading of 49.4 A-hr and a lithium loading of 

124 A-hr. It would be more desirable to have only a slight excess of 

lithium, or approximately 60 A-hr of lithium. This difference of about 

2.3 equivalent of lithium (or approximately 16 gm lithium) occupies a volume 

of 30 ml. As a result of this change and without any change in cathode 

loading, the space occupied by the electrode package within the case will be 

considerably less. This will permit the addition of more electrolyte to the 

cell to provide a better electrolyte/carbon ratio and will also leave space 

for electrode expansion without any sacrifice in cell loading. 
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Tests will also have to be made to determine the maximum 

capacity loading for this size cell. The cathodes then can either be prepared 

with a lower loading or the number of electrodes used can be reduced. These 

tests will reveal whether an actual reduction in W-hr/lb performance will occur 

by reducing the loading since the reduction in loading will be accompanied by 

a corresponding improvement in performance resulting from the elimination of 

cell drying. 

Throughout this series of tests, minor leaking of 

electrolyte occurred at the "epoxied" lid on each cell although several 

coatings of epoxy were applied around the lid. Preliminary testing indicates 

that the lid can be eliminated entirely (with a weight saving of about 5%) 

by using an epoxy potting on the top of the cell. 
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III. CONCLUSIONS 

It has been established that the Li/S-CuS cell is capable of delivering 

better than 50 W-hr/lb of battery in a 13 anode - 14 cathode cell. During 

this period, a prototype cell 1-11/16 x 3-3/16 x 3-11/16 in. and weighing 

1.13 lb) delivered 59.4 W-hr/lb to a 1.0 v cut-off at an average voltage of 

1.74v. This energy was delivered across a 1.0 ohm load over a 24-hr period. 

Improved processing techniques have been developed to minimize moisture 

contamination. Problems associated with "scaling-up" to multi-electrode cells 

have been solved. Cell design and fabrication have been greatly improved and 

the effects of solutes, separators, compositional changes, and impurities have 

been studied. 

From the work performed it is concluded that the Li/CuS system is capable 

of delivering 80 to 100 W-hr/lb in a battery the size of the multi-electrode 

cell described earlier. This conclusion is based on data from the test cells 

and certain improvements that can be made in future cells by use of the proper 

amount of lithium and by further optimizing the cathode composition. The multi-

electrode cell discussed above delivered 1.36 W-hr/A-hr of loading as opposed 

to laboratory test cells which delivered as high as 1.91 W-hr/A-hr and 

1.65 W-hr/A-hr routinely. These laboratory test cell energy outputs were 

delivered with CuS that was not purified. As a result, with proper multi-

electrode cell construction insuring maintenance of an optimum electrolyte-to-

carbon ratio, and with an optimum cathode composition, the multi-electrode 

cell should be capable of delivering at least 1.65 W-hr/A-hr loading. Is is 

further estimated that this optimized cell should take a loading of about 

60 A-hr with a battery weight of 1.2 lb. Multiplying the loading by the 

expected energy output and dividing by the battery weight, the estimated 

energy density is 82.5 W-hr/lb. These estimates are made based on the LiClO^ 

"reacted" electrolyte. Test cell data have shown that other electrolyte 

solutes (e.g., lithium fluoroborate or lithium hexafluorophosphate) may 
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increase energy output even more. With better equipment for handling these 

moisture-sensitive solutes, it is expected that they can be utilized for 

further cell improvement. 

It was concluded from the work conducted during this period that future 

laboratory test cells should be redesigned so that the electrolyte-to-cell 

loading ratio is the same as the optimum ratio required for the multi-electrode 

cells. This electrolyte-to-cell loading ratio is related to the electrolyte-

to-carbon ratio problem. However, as larger amounts of CuS are used in the 

cell, the electrolyte-to-carbon ratio becomes less significant and the ratio 

of electrolyte-to-cell loading becomes more important. It appears at this time 

that some balance must be obtained between both the electrolyte/carbon and 

electrolyte/cell loading ratios. About 20 ml of electrolyte for every A-hr of 

loading was used in laboratory test cells. In the multi-electrode cells, there 

was about 3 - 4 ml of electrolyte for every A-hr of loading. As soon as the 

optimum ratio of electrolyte-to-cell loading (or electrolyte-to-carbon) that 

perm.its good charge characteristics is found, a new laboratory test-cell 

configuration, containing at least 3 anodes and 2 cathodes, will be designed. 

Since the new processing techniques have allowed a much better defined 

discharge curve, as can be seen from Figure 17 (the discharge of multi-

electrode Cells No. 7 to 9), some of the earlier work must be repeated so a 

better understanding can be obtained concerning the mechanisms of the discharge 

plateaus. This understanding will make the optimization of the cathode compo

sition much easier and will allow cell component evaluations to be more 

clearly defined. 
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